
blank for three of the cases owing to contamination of the
electron signatures by energetic particle events.
[15] The remaining 97 magnetic clouds were analyzed for

topological properties. Fine structure on scales of <1 h was
ignored. Of the 97 cases, 25 (26%) were categorized as
having no open fields and were dropped from further
consideration; hence, the last two columns in Table 1 for
these cases are also blank. The number of cases with no
open fields is proportionally higher than the 14% found by
Shodhan et al. [2000] and Crooker et al. [2004]. Owing to
difficulties in distinguishing 90! pitch angle depletions from
counterstreaming on closed loops, as discussed in section
2.1, some of the cases in Table 1 are more questionable than
others, as indicated with a question mark.
[16] Of the 72 magnetic clouds that are listed as having

open fields, the solar polarity of those fields is of only one
sign in 64 (89%) cases, as indicated in the pie chart in
Figure 5a. This finding comprises the primary result of this
paper. It implies that interchange reconnection during CME
liftoff occurs predominantly in only one leg of the CME.
Further implications are discussed in section 3. Table 1 also
reveals that the ratio of negative (toward) to positive (away)
polarity in the 64 cases of single sign is 26/38. The reason
for this imbalance between polarities is not understood.
Table 2 summarizes the magnetic cloud properties discussed
in this section and, also, in section 2.3.

2.3. Local Field Inversions

[17] By comparing the solar polarity determined from the
electron data with the in situ orientation of the magnetic
field, one can test to what degree the fields in magnetic
clouds are locally inverted, as expected for coils in a flux
rope. In Figure 2, for example, after reconnection, the field
line forming the open coil has portions directed toward the
Sun, even though it is rooted in the Sun with away polarity.
A comparison between the solar and local polarity in the last
two columns of Table 1 gives the relevant information. If
the polarities are opposite, as for cloud 1, then the open
fields are inverted, whereas if they are the same, as for cloud
2, the fields are not inverted. (In cases where the polarities
are mixed, the order in which they are listed reflects the
order in which they occur in order to reveal whether or not
the fields are inverted. For example, in cloud 77, both the
solar and local polarities are listed as ‘‘toward, away,’’
indicating no inversion.) Only 27 of the 72 magnetic clouds

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 for a magnetic cloud with open fields first parallel (0!) and then antiparallel
(180!) to the magnetic field signaling positive (away) and negative (toward) solar polarities. The negative
fields locally lie in the away quadrant, signaling an inverted configuration.

Figure 5. Properties of open fields in 72 magnetic clouds:
(a) Polarities are mostly of a single sign, implying that cloud
fields preferentially open by interchange reconnection in
only one leg of their closed loops, and (b) contrary to
expectations, fewer field lines in clouds are inverted than
not inverted.
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